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Abstract. Let A be a commutative Banach *-algebra with C*(A)
as its enveloping C*-algebra. Denote by M(B) the multiplier algebra
of a Banach algebra B. The relations between M(C*(A)) and C*(M(A))
are studied in this note. Let X=,_(C*(A)) and Y=,_./I(C*(M(A))) be
the maximal ideal spaces of C*(A) and C*(M(A)) respectively. It is
proved that if X is dense in Y then C*(M(A)) can be isometrically
embedded as a subalgebra in M(C*(A)). If X is not dense in Y, then
it is characterized that there is a homomorphism of C(Y) into C((X))
which is induced from the onto map of (X) to X where (X) is the
Stone-ech compactification of X and is the weak closure of X in Y.

1. Introduction. Let A be a commutative Banach *-algebra
with C*(A) as its enveloping C*-algebra. Denote by M(B) the multi-
plier algebra of some Banach algebra B, that is, a subalgebra of
bounded linear operators (B) of B which commute with algebra
product. It is known that the multiplier algebra of a C*-algebra is
also a C*-algebra. Thus one will know what relations can be estab-
lished between M(C*(A)) and C*(M(A)). For example

( i ) whether C*(M(A))cM(C*(A))?
(ii) what condition can be C*(M(A))M(C*(A))?

In general we can not say anything about (i) and (ii). But if the
character space X=,_(C*(A)) is dense in the character space
---,_(C*(M(A))), then certainly (i) holds. While the condition for (ii)
is that A is a dense ideal of C*(A) containing a bounded approximate
identity. If X is not dense in Y, then we find only that there is a
homomorphism of C(Y)into C((X)), which is induced from the onto
map of (X) to X where (X) is the Stone-Cech compactification of X
and X is the weak closure of X in Y.

As an example, if G is a locally compact abelian group with dual
group , then is homeomorphic to the character space L(G) as well
as the character space of its enveloping C*-algebra C*(G) (cf. Bourbaki
[2, p. 113]), but is not dense in the character space z/of the bounded
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regular measure algebra M(G)except G is compact (see Rudin [9,
Corollary 5.3.5]). M(G) is the multiplier lgebra of, L’(G), thus is
not dense in Y=(C*(M(G))).

2. Multiplier algebras and envelope C*.algebras. Let B be
commutative C*-algebra. It is known that the multiplier algebra M(B)
of B is lso a C*-algebra containing an identity, and the Gelfand
transforms of B is isometrically isomorphic to Co(l(B)) where (B)
is the character space of B. Since the spectrum of. a hermitian ele-
ment h in B is real, it follows that ny character of the commutative
C*-lgebra B is hermitian, that is, the Gelfand transform of x* for
x e B is given by *-- as function defined on /(B). For conve-
nient, we state

Proposition 1 (Bourbki [2, p. 72]). Suppose tha$ A is a commu-
tative Banach *-algebra, is a canonical morphism of A into C*(A).
Then induces a homeomorphism which maps g(C*(A)) onto a
closed subse$ H of hermi$ian characters in l(A).

This proposition shows that /(A) nd (C*(A)) are different
character spces in general. But in the case A-L’(G) for a locally
compact abelian group G with dul group , the character space,
&I(L’(G)) and every character of L’(G) is hermitian, thus (see
Bourbaki [2, p. 131])

g(C*(G))(L’(G)).
Since the multiplier algebra M(A) of a commutative Banch *-

algebra A is commutative Bnch *-algebra with identity, it follows
that the enveloping C*-algebra C*(M(A)) possesses n identity, and so
the character space Y of C*(M(A)) is compact and the character spce
X of C*(A) is locally compact with respect to the Gelfand topology.
If A hs n pproximte identity, then A is strictly dense in M(A).
If A has an identity then A-M(A). Thus

Co(X) -C*)cC*(M(A))- Co(Y)-- C(Y)
where/ denotes the Gelfnd transforms of the lgebr B.

We state our main results as follows.
Theorem 2. Le$ A be a commutative Banach *-algebra wi$h a

bounded approximate identi$y. Then
( ) C*(A) is an ideal of C*(M(A))zC(Y).
(ii) There is a sur]ec$ive mapping v,

r"/(X) >XcY
where (X) is the Sone-Oech compacification of X and is the weak
closure of X in Y.

(iii) The onto mapping of (ii) induces a homomorphism of C(Y)
into C(fl(X)) suck that the following diagram commutes
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C(Y) homomorphism !nto = C((X))

(iv) If X is dense in Y, Shen there exists an isometric embedding
p of C*(M(A)) into M(C*(A)) so tha$ C*(M(A))cM(C*(A)).

Proof. (i) Since A has a bounded approximate identity, A is
strictly dense in M(A). It is known that

( 1 ) C*(A)cC*(M(A))C*(M(A))C(Y).
Now for any b e C*(M(A)) and a e C*(A), there exist sequences {b} in
M(A) and {a} in A such that ba e A for all n, m and

ha=lim ba lim lim bna 6 C*(A).

Hence C*(A) is C*(M(A)) module and C*(A) is an ideal o C*(M(A))
c(Y).

(ii) Since we have seen that C*(A) is an ideal of C*(M(A)), it
follows from Lai [7, Theorem 2] that the maximal ideal space X of
C*(A) is homeomorphic to an open subset of the mximal ideal space
Y of C*(M(A)). Since Y is compact nd X is open in Y, the set K
YX is compact in Y. This implies that

C*(A)=[a e C*(M(A)) .d]=O}
where .] is the restriction of the Gelfand transform . on K. Since

C*(A) C*(A) Co(X), we have
( 2 ) M(C*(A))M(Co(X))C(X)
where C(X) denotes the space of bounded continuous functions on X.
Each function in C(X) can be extended as a continuous function on
the Stone-Oech compactification (X) of X. That is,

C(X)=C((X))
(see Dunford nd Schwartz [3, IV 6.22 and 6.27]). Therefore by [3,
6.27], there is an onto mapping

r" (X) X
where X is the wek closure of X in Y.

(iii) By (ii), there is an onto mapping r’(X)X, it induces a
surjective homomorphism . C(Y)C(X)
and an injective embedding

]. c(x)c((x))
such that =] is homomorphism of C(Y) into C((X)).

(iv) If X is dense in Y, then the onto homomorphism in (iii)
becomes an isometric isomorphism. Therefore =] in (iii) is an
isometric isomorphism of C(Y) into C((X))=C(X). It follows from
(1) and (2) that
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p: C*(M(A))C(Y)---M(C*(A))-C(X)
is an isometric injection, that is

C*(M(A)) cM(C*(A)).
3. Isometric isomorphism of C*.algebras. It is known that if

Bnch algebra A with bounded approximate identity is continuously
embedded in nother Bnach algebr B as dense ideal, then A=B
(cf. Lai [7, Propositioa 5 nd the remark in p. 233]). This reduces
that any proper Segal algebr has no bounded pproximte identity
(cf. also Feichtinger [4, Corollary 2.3]). Hence if cora.mutative
Banach *-algebr A with a bounded approximate identity is an ideal
of its enveloping C*-algebra C*(A)=B, then A itself is a C*-algebra,
it follows that A=C*(A) as well as C*(M(A))=M(A) since M(A) is
C*-algebra with identity provided A is a C*-Mgebra. It is remarkable
that the maximal ideal space X of C*(A)=A is dense in the mximM
ideal space Y of C*(M(A))=M(A) with respect to the hull kernel topol-
ogy i A is semisimple (see Lai [7, 4]). Hence by Theorem 2 (iv),
we have
M(A)=C*(M(A))M(C*(A))=M(A) so that C*(M(A))=M(C*(A)).
Hence we have the ollowing

Theorem 3. LeA be a commutative semisimple Banach *-algebra
wi$h an approximate identity. If A is an ideal of C*(A) then

C*(M(A))--M(C*(A)).
By the above discussion, we see that for a locMly compact abelian

group G, by Theorem 3, we have
Corollary 4. Le$ G be c locally compac$ abelian group. Then,

LI(G) is an ideal of is enveloping C*-algebra C*(G) if and only if G is

finite.
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